Big Sky:
Chet Huntley's
New Home on the Range
"The open lands are a vital resource to this country, and we're
against giving away any pubHc lands at all. If they were moving a whole community of people out of some Eastern ghetto
. . . really re-distributing the population, then it would be different, but these are going to be second homes for the wealthy.
Instead of opening up the land, it's going to mean that more
land will be cut off from the people.
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HEN I LEFT BOZEMAN, MONTANA, it WaS jUSt

two weeks before Christmas Eve. Waiting for
the train out—which had been stalled by a
blizzard and 100-mile-per-hour winds just up
the track—I found myself filled with a melancholy anger.
Five days I'd spent in this town of 18,000, nestled in the
Gallatin River Valley of Southwestern Montana, and it had
been warm and friendly, with invitations to home-cooked
dinners almost every night. Yet running beneath that sense
of bonhommie, I had a gnawing apprehension that for the
people of Bozeman this would be the last year they would
share an ordinary, small-town Christmas, the sort of thing
where even the National Forest Service could welcome treehunters on public land without fear of abuse. By next Christmas Bozeman will have ceased to be the remote mountain
spot of its last hundred years, for then it will have on its
periphery one of the largest, poshest, most highly advertised
resort "retreats" in the nation. Big Sky of Montana, Inc.:
Chairman of the Board, Chet Huntley; principal owner.
The Chrysler Corporation of Detroit, Michigan.
Why Bozeman? There are several answers, all of them

shrouded in the dynamics of one of the largest land grabs
of American history. The "recreational complex" at Big Sky
is but one of a score of industrial real estate investments
pocking the Rocky Mountains whereby giant national and
international corporations are hoping to clean up on the
annual escape of urban Americans to the rural wilderness.
Named after the term first coined by novelist A. B. Guthrie, Big Sky has been Chet Huntley's pet project since well
before he left the television news business. Like the cultural
revolutionaries who have moved to the countryside in recent
years, Chet Huntley tells everyone he came back to his
mountain roots because of the crime, the congestion, and
the vicious pace (including nightly deadlines) of urban living. Musing scholarly, he wonders aloud if maybe "rural
America" might not provide the only salvation to the deathly
lifestyle that has overtaken nearly all our cities. He implies
as much in his recent early memoirs, The Generous Years:
Remembrances of a Frontier Boyhood. A paean to the
rugged values of rural living, he opens the book on his first
memory of Montana: "The iron tires of the spring wagon
rolled silently along the twin wheel tracks worn into the
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"Two decades ago 60 families
owned ranches in Ennis Valley;
today 80 percent [are] held
by a half dozen outside owners."

grass: parallel trails wandering northward and away to their
vanishing point on the treeless folds of the benchland. . . ."
From that beginning, the book rolls on like the swaying
buffalo grass, an account of a free and open childhood that
would make any New Jerseyite's mouth water.
Big Sky, however, is no Total Loss Farm. Nor is it likely
that Mr. Thoreau will call while Chefs off clinking Old
Fashioneds with old colleagues in New York. For in just
five years the Montana wilderness will have been metamorphosed into a city of some 100,000 people complete with
smart shops, restaurants, ski and camping outfitters, a convention center, a host of service industries to maintain the
"recreational park," overnight hotel accommodations for
1000, 50 condominiums, over 200 private home lots, a
sprawling trailer court, an 18-hole championship golf course
designed with the help of Arnold Palmer Associates, three
alpine ski runs, plus tennis, swimming, snowmobiling, canoing, archery, fishing, skeet shooting, or horseback riding,
"all just moments away." Touted as a place where you can
"live the good life all year around," one brochure proclaims, "a Big Sky mountain home is in partnership with
nature and the leisurely pace of western living affords the
perfect retreat from the pressures of business and position."
Boasts Huntley, "Big Sky will be bigger and better than
Vail, Aspen, Sun Valley, or Snowmass."
If this is a partnership with nature, then the remaining
herds of deer and elk must feel like very junior members.
Just as junior are the folks who happen to live up the road
at Bozeman and who have stood by stoically as the Big Sky
Master Plan has quietly been reconstructing their town in
its image.
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HET HUNTLEY ANNOUNCED THE BIRTH of Big Sky

in January 1970, two years after publication of
his book, and—he says—about four years after
he first began discussing the project. Struck by
the fondness the TV hero seemed to feel for his first home
and led by the Chamber of Commerce, Montanans at first
welcomed Huntley and the new jobs he promised to bring
with him. Since resistance to speculative intruders has
always been strong there, even Huntley concedes Big Sky
probably could have never made it through the door without his name at the top. Now, when it seems almost too
late, a growing number of Gallatin County people would
be just as happy if he and his generous plans had stayed in
New York—or at least away from Bozeman, Montana.
Though not successful in blocking Big Sky, they have
been effective in raising several core issues surrounding the
acquisition of public lands by absentee corporations and
the environmental impact of turning the Rocky Mountain
wilderness into a playground for the wealthy. They have
also stung Chet Huntley to the quick, causing him to drop
his well-modulated demeanor and shoot from the hip at his
opponents. Just a "band of extremists," "30-day ecologists,"
he calls them, mimicking the Agnew-style epithets he has
previously deplored. Yet in two years of fighting, over 1000
local citizens have signed petitions, and the band of "extremists" leading the attack include nationally prominent
members of the Forest Service and State Department of
Fish and Game, engineers and geologists who work at Mon-
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tana State University, and a major environmental research
and consulting firm in Denver.
Working together as the National Forest Preservation
Group ( N F P G ) , they have concentrated their opposition
not against Big Sky per se, but rather against policies of
the National Forest Service which have tended to release
public lands for private development. As always when land
is the issue in the West, the great railroad trunk lines are intimately involved. Only a hundred years ago all the lands in
southern Montana were Indian territory, most presumably
guaranteed to the Sioux, Cheyenne, Shoshoni and Arapaho
by treaty. The Northern Pacific Railroad, along with several legions of U.S. Cavalry and some mining prospectors,
had something else in mind. The Northern Pacific, determined to blow open a gateway to the Pacific Northwest,
and hence to commerce with the Orient, elected to build a
railroad through Montana, along the Bozeman Trail that
had been so valiantly defended by the Sioux and Cheyenne.

"The Great Falls Tribune
stated the situation succinctly:
'Montana is for sale in the classified
sections of national magazines.'"

Despite 20 years of struggle, time and technology yielded
success to the white man, and the U.S. Government made
good on its grant of 33 million acres to the Northern Pacific.
Standard practice was to offer the railroads 100 miles on
either side of their track in a checkerboard pattern alternating private sections (a section equals one square mile) with
public land still held by the government. Sometimes, previous settlers' claims alongside the tracks forced the government to offer lands farther than 100 miles from the
tracks, as was the case with some of the railroad lands now
adjacent to Big Sky. The checkerboard ownership pattern,
reasoned the government, would enhance the value of the
publicly held land as private owners initiated urban and
agricultural development.
Sometimes the scheme worked, sometimes not. But by the
1920s, the government forest managers decided it would
make more sense to consolidate public holdings and rationalize land management policies, and the Forest Service was
empowered to exchange its lands with private holders. Until
the 1950s, not much happened. Since then, however, the
large landholders have themselves begun to realize the
potential of the vast tracts of wilderness and first quality
timber that could be theirs for a little simple trading. The
Northern Pacific (now the Burlington Northern) consummated its first exchange several years ago for the stated purpose of developing well-managed tree farms. As NFPG
Coordinator Russel Berg explains, there was little opposition
to that exchange since the use patterns and environmental
dimension of the affected lands would not be changed. Now
the Burlington wants to effect two more exchanges, but the
object is somewhat different.
Throughout 1971 Berg's group appealed to the Forest
Service hierarchy for a reversal of a local decision approving the railroad's Exchanges 2 and 3, until eventually
the decision lay with the new Secretary of Agriculture,
Earl Butz. NPFG's two principal objections were that the
appraisal and valuation of lands involved in the exchanges
favor the Burlington Northern and that the potential recreational uses of the traded lands violate laws governing disposition of public lands. When they were appraised in 1968,
the public lands in Exchange 2 were assessed at $8.02 per
acre and the private lands at $12.48. By 1970 a reappraisal
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had set them at $25 and $51 respectively, a three-fold increase of the selected public lands and a four-fold increase
in the offered private lands.
An exploration of such evidence might seem to be a
needless exercise in isolated detail especially since the acreage prices remain low. The catch is that laws governing land
exchanges require rough equity in value between lands exchanged and lands received. Burlington Northern has made
much of the fact that if the exchanges go through the public will receive almost twice as much land as it's giving.
Nice deal? "Well, it might seem like it," Frank Culver, a
geology grad student and N F P G member, explained. "But
you have to understand what kind of land we, the public,
are getting." He pointed off to a range of snowcapped peaks
called the Hialite Range. "A lot of what we're getting are
the tops of those mountains which are so steep you couldn't
do anything with them anyway, and most of the rest is
within Yellowstone Park about 80 miles away." By Forest
Service estimation, 62 percent of the lands going to the
public are described as rough and steep, while none of the
public lands to be taken by the railroad are so described.
Berg and Culver also question the revised appraisals themselves. They argue that the private lands are without any
potential for development to justify the increased valuation.
Conversely the $51 per acre assigned the public lands (some
1920 acres of which the railroad will immediately sell to
Big Sky) is vastly underrated—based as it was on the price
Big Sky paid for its land before the development was announced. Land prices throughout the county have since shot
up, and since Big Sky was the first purchaser with recreational intent, their price in fact came at a bargain—well
below what newcomers can expect once the resort is open.
The logic is not completely lost on the Forest Service.
Checking out ski developments in Colorado, they came up
with acreage prices running from just over $150 to near
$1000. However, they restricted the comparability of those
prices to areas immediately adjacent to the Big Sky Mountain village, ignoring the fact that all the lands going to the
railroad are close to Big Sky and have topography suitable
for development.
These appeals and arguments are not new. But aside from
minor concessions the Forest Service response has been in
effect: "You're entitled to your opinions, but this is what
we're going to do." Candidly, regional foresters in Bozeman admit that the laws, regulations, and policies of the
Forest Service are designed to encourage productive agricultural and recreational development—as the Walt Disney
flack over Mineral King in California demonstrated. [ R A M PARTS. November 1971]. Montanans like Frank Culver and
Russel Berg agree that the roots of their fight embody fundamental issues of social and economic policy. How and
for whom will the few remaining, unblemished lands in
America exist?
'E'RE
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NOT AGAINST PUTTING UP a ski run

up

there, and maybe even something like Big Sky
would be a good thing. But the open lands are
a vital resource to this country, and we're
against giving away any public lands at all. If they were
moving a whole community of people out of some Eastern
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ghetto, giving them new homes and really redistributing the
population, then it would be different, but these are going
to be second homes for the wealthy. Instead of opening up
the land, it's going to mean that more land will be cut off
from the people."
No outside "preservationist," Culver is a tall, lean Montanan with just a fleck of mountain brogue in his voice. At
30, he's already picked up two degrees in business administration. Four years ago he started noticing what was starting to happen to the great open expanses of Rocky Mountain landscape where he'd hunted and hiked as a boy, and
he figured he couldn't just sit around while it was all laid
waste. So he went back to school at Montana State, where
he has a graduate fellowship in the Earth Sciences Department, and later became secretary of the NFPG.
Since Frank Culver began to watch the changing landscape more carefully, he has seen the land crunch grow
tighter and tighter. From Glacier Park near the Canadian
border to Mexico the cash registers in real estate offices
are clattering like slot machines. Montana's Great Falls
Tribune stated the situation succinctly: "Montana is for
sale in the classified sections of national magazines." In
Madison County, where most of Big Sky's holdings are
located, family holdings have been turned inside out. Two
decades ago some 60 families owned ranches in the county's
Ennis Valley; today 80 percent of the valley is held by a
half dozen owners from Illinois, Indiana, California, New
York, and Wisconsin. At Virginia City, the county seat,
a company quaintly identified as Montana's Treasured Land
Corporation bought 1281 lots at $15 each; about 100
have been sold for $350 each, sans waterlines and sewers.
Western Montana seems to be carrying the brunt of the
new developments. Patterned on developments in neighboring Colorado and New Mexico, the model is to buy a few
thousand acres, occasionally including inaccessible rock
land, and then resell them in 10-acre lots as summertime
vacation sites. This invidious practice has reached such proportions that former New Mexico Governor Jack Campbell, who now heads the Federation of Rocky Mountain
States, an organization that keeps track of land usage patterns in the West, told the N.Y. Times last year, "It is clear
to me that unless something is done and done quickly, the
Eastern Slope (of the Rocky Mountains in Colorado) is
going to become just another Southern California."
But Colorado is not the only endangered state. More
sparsely populated than its Rocky Mountain neighbors,
Montana may become an even juicier target. Big Sky, for
example, is just one of four major corporations which have
nearly surrounded the mostly public Spanish Peaks Primitive Area. The other three are: The King Ranch of Texas,
Fred Combs' Diamond J Ranch, and the Irvine Company's
Flying D Ranch. Irvine, the largest land owner in California's Orange County, deserves special attention. Six years
ago Bill Fairhurst, an active sportsman and subsequent
mayor of Three Forks, Montana, was driving along the
Madison River on Bear Trap Road as he had done for
some 20 years whenever he went hunting for deer and elk.
He came up to a gate as usual (for this was a "prescriptiveright" road, a road on private land which, because it had
been used by the public for over seven years, was classified
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as publicly accessible). But this time, as he wrote in a
recent account, something was different. "There was a 'no
trespass' sign nailed to a post, and the gate was padlocked.
Just beyond it a small tent was pitched, and what came next
was a real surprise;
"A man carrying a 30/30 stepped out of a tent and
walked toward me with the gun pointed at my belly.
' " I want to go through,' I told him, nodding toward the
gate. 'Will you unlock it, please?'
" 'You're not going through,' was the surly reply. 'I'm
working for Flying D, and I'm here to keep people out.'"
Flying D had by closing off even county roads (now reopened) tried to block access to 100 square miles of publicly owned lands east of the River. Bill Fairhurst, also a
birthright Montanan, talks bluntly about what the corporations are doing: "They're turning public land into a private
club for their board of directors and a few personal friends."
Speaking in tones of populist radicalism, he lays blame
right at the corporate door step, and he doesn't hesitate to
add that he came to his understanding directly from having
to fight the facile lawyers and hired guns of organizations
like the Irvine Corporation. He concedes that Big Sky and
Irvine are winning the land fights. "They can spend all their
time fighting through the courts. That's their job. They've
got the capital to do it. But people like me don't have the
time and the money. They've got other jobs."
What of Big Sky itself, that rustic partnership with nature
where each condominium (starting price $27,000) has its
own garbage disposal unit? As Mr. Chet Huntley explains,
Capital is the name of the game. Capital like: Burlington
Northern, Northwest Orient Airlines, Montana Power Co.,
Continental Oil, The Meridian Investing and Development
Corporation of Coral Gables, Florida, the General Electric
Pension Fund—and most important of all, with 52 percent
ownership, the Chrysler Realty Corporation, a wholly owned
subsidiary of Chrysler. Always number three in the car biz,
Chrysler started dealing land in the early '60s when it was
buying up property for company dealerships. By 1967 land
seemed to be doing as well as cars, and Chrysler Realty was
formed; at the end of June 1970 assets exceeded $416 million, generating pre-tax earnings of $7.7 million.
Chrysler also owns one square block of Manhattan, a new
town called Northfield Hills just north of Detroit, a block
of condominiums in Honolulu, a Chicago Loop office building, a student living complex at the University of California,
Riverside, plus commercial and residential properties at Las
Vegas, Ft. Lauderdale, and Boca Raton, Florida. Chet Huntley and his colleagues declare adamantly to their neighbors
that Big Sky is not a real estate development, that it is simply
a "recreational area." Chrysler Realty's view differs somewhat. Specifically describing a series of projects including
Big Sky, Chrysler President Edwin N. Homer says plainly,
"We are also moving into general real estate investment and
development as an important profitable and promising corporate diversification."
Another of Frank Culver's co-workers, Michael Gonsior,
is keen to the distinction. Big Sky has drawn up a colorcoded master plan and an environmental study statement
designed to govern the resort's growth. Gonsior, who was
recently appointed to a major Forest Service study team.

finds little comfort in it. "They had a beautiful master plan
down at Vail (Colorado) too, but it didn't take any time to
toss it aside once the investors decided they weren't getting out what they had put in. The way Big Sky is set up,
it can do the same thing." Big Sky officers boast that they
will develop no more than 25 percent of their holdings, and
that a set of "protective covenants" prohibit property owners on the development to violate the general plan. There
is a small catch though. The owners of 75 percent of the
property are permitted to abandon the restrictive covenants
should they so decide, which means that Big Sky itself has
the power to immediately abolish the tight environmental
controls property owners are guaranteed when they buy in.

S

rNCE ITS INCEPTION, CHET HUNTLEY has made much
of Big Sky's environmental approach to development.
I To be sure. Big Sky's developers have taken several
unusual steps. A tertiary sewage and water treatmentrecycling system has been installed—the only one of its kind
in Montana. Special effort has been taken to prevent soil
erosion on the ski slopes, and there have been several predevelopment surveys to determine wildlife concentration
and surface water purity. Plans call for solid waste to be
deposited in landfills.
Yet the tone and choice of issues in Big Sky's Environmental Report seem more an exercise in preventive reaction
than ecological construction. Both that report and the Forest Service's Environmental Impact Study were submitted to
the Rocky Mountain Center On Environment (RMCOE),
a non-profit environmental consulting agency in Denver.
RMCOE's evaluation acknowledged that Big Sky had done
more environmental planning than most other land developments in the country, but in general it found both studies
grossly superficial. Offering praise for preliminary tests and
surveys undertaken, RMCOE pointed out that "it was not
clear . . . how all this data is being reviewed and coordinated into a meaningful and useful ecological statement
about the areas proposed for development." For example,
while Big Sky declared that its land "is not a part of any
migration route" and is not a winter range, it offered no
substantiating data. More importantly Big Sky has not
owned the land long enough to chart wildlife grazing patterns. Conveniently omitted is any mention of the adjacent Spanish Peaks Primitive Area where several species of
wild animals roam. Big Sky studies have included only those
areas to be developed, excluding such contiguous areas.
Writes RMCOE, "It does not make ecological sense to limit
the wildlife study just to Big Sky itself. Relationships must
also be drawn in terms of surrounding wildlife communities." The same can be said for the development of a
27-hole golf course (in a habitat only averaging 30 frostfree days per year), the construction of a paved road
through Big Sky lands, or the soil composition and drainage available on land that is to receive solid waste. Of
course there are an infinite number of problems which
might be examined, and Big Sky's environmental critics do
not ask for their exhaustion. Rather the problem is an
absence of coherence, the absence of an ecological context
which would account for the interrelated effects of any important change in land usage—especially in a locale where
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the life blanket is as fragile as it is on Big Sky's cold,
rugged terrain.
Perhaps the costs would be prohibitive for planning on
such a scale. Already Big Sky is projected to cost nearly $20
million by completion, and sales of condominiums have
dropped off since last summer, making many people wonder if Huntley and Chrysler can make it on the Master Plan
as it stands. Big Sky president Gus Raum boasts he'll have
the rest of his units sold "in a couple months"—as he did
nine months ago. Sea Ranch in California and Snowmassat-Aspen both dropped well-balanced plans as soon as it
became necessary to recoup some "front end" money. Chet
Huntley even stated the problem himself. "We cannot expect the private sector to pay taxes on land and simultaneously reserve it as a public park or wilderness area or
recreation facility." Huntley at the time was arguing that
the proposed land exchanges would give the public ownership of those high wild lands owned by the Burlington
Northern. The only guarantees that such areas "will serve
the public interest for perpetuity is public title to them."
When his critics at home ask Chet if the same logic doesn't
hold for land owned by Chrysler Realty, they become "environmental extremists."
Still, Chet Huntley is a nice man. He really wants to save
his state. But so do the people who live all year there and
who don't jet baek and forth to New York. ("Oh, I guess
I've been back four or five times last year, you might say
I have the best of both worlds.") He likes the small town
values, the fact that nobody need lock his front door. Even
so, he believes things have stagnated in Montana and that
more people are needed to stimulate business. "Well, we
can't build a fence around Montana," or as Big Sky president Gus Raum says, "If people want to come here, I'm
sorry but I can't do anything about that." And when
pressed, Chet admits Big Sky would do better with a few
more people in Bozeman; say about 100,000, "that'd be
about the right size."
Chances are very good Chet will get his people. "It just
doesn't make any sense," he explains, "90 percent of the
population on 7 percent of the land." How can Chet Huntley effect that redistribution? It helps to have friends, good
friends like Senate majority leader Mike Mansfield and the
Department of Transportation. Huntley and Mansfield have
been buddies for more than 20 years, and in the two years
of appeals over the public land transfer, they have had a
regular correspondence. Should the Forest Service consider
reversing its decision on the appeals, Mansfield has left no
doubt that he would be unhappy. In a letter to the chief of
the Forest Service one year ago, Mansfield made it clear he
found the appeals process a mere formality and urged the
Service to expedite its work as soon as the appeals period
was exhausted. Two months later Mansfield wrote the Chief
Forester again, enclosing a letter from Huntley, stating his
own support for Big Sky, and adding, "Quite frankly, if we
cannot bring about developments of this nature, I do not
know in what direction the state can turn and at the same
time provide the necessary input to keep the state financially
sound. Those few who protest have not to my knowledge
offered any alternatives." Mansfield's letter was marked
"Personal" and scrawled across the bottom was an extra

note: "Chief, This is most important to Montana & its development. M.M."
A few months later Big Sky inherited another windfall
when the Department of Transportation designated it an
"Economic Growth Center," thereby enabling it to receive
federal highway construction funds to improve access to the
development. "Completion of this development alone,"
stated the Montana Highway Commission, "will mean a
considerable boost for the economy of a number of Southwestern Montana counties', and the further developments
it will undoubtedly stimulate will have more far-reaching
effects. , . . The high priority assigned to this project results
from the simple fact that if the needed transportation facility is not provided, then private capital committed to the
area will be withdrawn." The maximum population a growth
area may have to qualify for funds is 100,000.
To the Bozeman Chamber of Commerce or the Gallatin
County realty board, a city of 100,000 would seem the
rosiest possible future for Southwest Montana. Most Montanans, however, are members of neither organization. They
are ranchers, or farmers, or employees of a few scattered
service industries. They are not a transient population, and
outsiders are welcomed only if they are interested in contributing to community life, not if they are interested in
temporary speculation. But Montanans are caught these
days, caught in a system of agriculture which supports only
the large farmers well. Even if they should try to expand
their farms or ranches, they have little chance of success because the recreational speculation has driven prices up so far
that production cannot support the higher acreage prices.
Recreation may be the only alternative left now. Some
are already lining up with Chet, suggesting that the entire
state should be developed in projects much like Big Sky. If
they have their way, Montana would become a giant sprawling park, it's body bared to those affluent enough to escape
for a month of leisure each year to their own private hideaways in the most beautiful and rugged corners of the wilderness. Already the people of Gallatin County have been
given an idea of what to expect. A recent study on local
air traffic reported fewer than 50,000 passengers arrived or
departed from Gallatin Field in 1971. Normal projected
growth would have increased air traffic to 126,000 by 1980.
When traffic related to Big Sky was included, the projections
jumped to 300,000 by 1980 and 425,000 by 1985. Direct
New York and Chicago flights will be added, jumbo jets will
operate in and out of the airport, and the area now available
for parking will be taken by a single car rental agency. Who
among the residents in this bustling city of 100,000 will be
able to go camping or hiking remains a tough question. The
Forest Service has already eliminated most of its free or
nearly free campsites, and the public land left may well be
barricaded behind the massive game preserves of large holding companies. There will of course be the snow-covered
mountain peaks, and if you have a trailer, you can put in a
reservation to hook up for a week at Chet Huntley's
Summer Village.
Frank Browning is a Contributing Editor to RAMPARTS.
Material for this article is drawn from a forthcoming book
on recreational land speculation in rural America.
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Inside the RAND Corporatbn
and Out: My Story
by Anthony Russo
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